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INTRODUCTION
The River Basin Duero Authority is a public body in charge of the control and
management of the water bodies considered in Spain “public domain”
Obviously, our framework

is the LAW

On one side, the River Basin Duero Authority is owner of some of the biggest dams in
our basin for irrigation and supply drinking water, and some other hydraulic
infrastructures. On the other, we are in charge of the control of the compliance of the
water rights conditions, the implement of water policy, the assessment and
authorization of likely new water rights, the monitoring and control of the water
ecological flows, the improvement of the ecological state of the water bodies etc.
Therefore, we play this double role, however, I insist the framework is always the
LAW with all the environmental constraints that currently exist and might be in the
future.

LEGISLATION

LEGISLATION

LEGISLATION

Spanish Water Law
Art. 126 bis Regulation of the Public Hydraulic Domain
1. The River Basin Authority shall promote

respect for the longitudinal and lateral

continuity of the rivers, making it compatible with the current uses of water and the hydraulic
infrastructures included in the hydrological planning.
2. In the conditions of the new concessions and authorizations or of the modification or revision of
the existing ones, which include transversal works in the riverbed, the River Basin Authority will
demand the installation and adequate conservation of fish passages that guarantee
their franchise by the autochthonous ichthyofauna. The same requirement will apply to existing
works of this type, linked to concessions and authorizations that include this obligation in their
conditions or that must incorporate such devices in application of current legislation.
These passages may be temporarily dispensed with due to environmental criteria or technical
infeasibility, to be adequately justified in each case. Depending on the environmental evolution of
the section or the improvement of techniques, the basin authority may require its installation when
conditions so advise.

LEGISLATION

3.

In the works and in the processing of water rights that correspond to defense works against floods, the River Basin Authority will
take into account the possible effects on the state of the water bodies. Except in exceptional cases, they may only be built defense
works raised laterally to the rivers in the preferential flow zone when protecting populations and existing public infrastructures.

4. The River Basin Authority will promote the elimination of infrastructures that,
within the public hydraulic domain, are abandoned without fulfilling any function
related to the use of water, taking into consideration the safety of people and
property and assessing the environmental and economic of each action.
5.

For the granting of new authorizations or concessions for cross-channel works, which due to their nature and dimensions may
significantly affect sediment transport, an evaluation of the impact of said works on the channel sediment transport regime will be
required. In the exploitation of these works, measures will be adopted to minimize said impact.

! THIS IS OUR FRAMEWORK !

ALTERNATIVES OF ACTION: STEP BY STEP
1. If a dam or any other barrier is abandoned or out of use (> 3 years), we are allow
to start processing the expiration of the water right (permit).
2. Once the water right is expired, all the infrastructures within the “hydraulic public
domain” returns to the state, that is, belongs to the River Basin Authority as the
competent administration.
3. The prefer option is always the dam demolition according to the art. 126 bis, since
it is the best alternative to restore the original conditions. However, the are many
factors to be considered in the assessment of the final option (heritage,
environmental obligations, safety, presence of invasive species, economical and
technical issues, social aspects etc.)
4. If it is in use, the law enforces to have a passage device to guarantee the
longitudinal connectivity

Current situation in the River Basin Duero

Number of barriers: 4,000

(last inventory)

Barriers removed: 176
Passages devices constructed: 225

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
1. Demolition of the Gotera Dam in the Bernesga River (september 2011)
This dam was and old hydropower plant that finished the period of exploitation (100
years) and the River Basin Duero Authority, because environmental reasons, decided
to remove the dam rather than extend the water permit as the company demanded.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gvr4WXH9Sd0

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
2. Demolition of the Retuerta Dam in the Aravalle River (February of 2013)
This dam constructed in the 70´s for drinking water supply was out of use. Water right
expired.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnxMQwcMgjQ

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
3. Demolition of the Villaviciosa Dam in the Arroyo Garganta Honda (July of 2015)
This dam constructed in 1992 for drinking water supply was out of use. Water permit
expired.

15 meters high and 115 meters wide

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
3. Demolition of the Yecla de Yeltes Dam in the Huebra river (July of 2015)
This dam constructed in the 70´s for drinking water supply was out of use. Water
permit expired. Safety reasons.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imD-4yZ41EU

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
4.

Construction of fish passages

In those weirds in use or abandoned but where it is possible the removal of the dam
(e.g. old mills with heritage value).
LIFE CIPRIBER

Dam for drinking water supply to Morasverdes Village (5 meters High)

Old mill

DEMONSTRATIVE CASES
4. ¿It is possible

to construct fish passages for big dams?

Santa Lucía Dam in use for irrigation in the Endrinal River: 29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k17L60Uhw2k

meters high

HOW TO DESIGN NATURAL FISH PASSAGES
The River Basin Duero Authority in collaboration
with the superior technical school of engineering of
mountains, forest and natural environment of
Madrid has published a manual for the design of
natural fish passages, including App for calculations.
These natural fish passages are designed making the
best of the UPHILL FLOWS created within the ramp.
According to our experience the BEST option for
fish passages. It is free download in CHD web!
https://www.chduero.es/documents/20126/427605
/UphillFlowRockRampDesign.pdf

Empirically tested

HOW TO ASSESS THE FUNCIONALITY OF FISH LADDERS
The River Basin Duero Authority in collaboration
with the ITAGRA has published a manual for assess
the functionality of fish ladders.

It is free download in CHD web

https://www.chduero.es/documents/20126/427605/ManualEvalua
cionPasosPecesEstanquesSucesivos.pdf/b80d4307-b04d-3251-9c3a062e5a25a114?t=1592810609775

WHAT WE HAVE NEXT?
Removal of the weird of the Mill of Álvaro de Luna at Adaja River
in Arévalo (Ávila). This is an old mill out of use. The water right is expired. Works
will start in June 2021
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